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Abstract

The detection of the origin of a stepping stone attack has
been difficult due to skillful evasion techniques such as en-
crypting attack traffic and introducing a random delay (i.e.,
timing perturbation). Timing-based active watermarking
schemes, which manipulate packet timing in order to embed
a watermark, can counteract these two evasion techniques.
However, the schemes for a fixed set of watermark param-
eter values will not tolerate any timing perturbation which
results in a distortion of the embedded watermark. In this
paper, we propose an adaptive timing-based active water-
marking scheme which can tolerate any timing perturbation
due to an adaptive choice of the parameter values relative to
the timing characteristics of each traced traffic. Our scheme
consists of two different algorithms; one of them is based on
packet timing, and the other algorithm employs packet size.
We have evaluated our scheme using real SSH traffic. The
results demonstrate that our scheme accomplishes almost
100% of the watermark detection rate up to average 8000
milliseconds of timing perturbation as well as almost 0% of
the false positive rate. Moreover, even if significantly fewer
packets and less timing change in packets in the past are
applied, our scheme achieves a similar watermark detec-
tion rate as the previous scheme.

1 Introduction

The number of network-based attacks has been in-
creasing following the rapid growth of high-speed net-
works. It is easy for attackers to hide their identity by
a series of stepping stones (i.e., compromised interme-

diate hosts), and anonymous networks such as Tor [4]
and FindNot [6] for the purpose of shifting responsi-
bility to another user. As a result, the development of
effective techniques which can detect the true source
of the attack through a chain of stepping stones has
been challenging. These techniques are needed to pre-
vent malicious use of the network and to result in ap-
propriate punishment.

Various connection correlation techniques have
been proposed in the past decade to detect stepping
stones. Among those, timing-based correlation tech-
niques (e.g., [3,16–18,20,22]), which use only timing
information of packets, have been the most promising
because they can be applied to encrypted connections
such as SSH and IPsec. However, the attackers can
also add a random delay, called timing perturbation
which is a big obstacle to all the timing-based correla-
tion techniques, on each connection between stepping
stones to avoid the timing analysis.

Timing-based active watermarking techniques are
the most desirable approaches to solve the problem
of timing perturbation (e.g., [15–17]). In particular,
even if a small amount of timing perturbation exists,
the probabilistic watermarking scheme can uncover a
series of stepping stones by actively changing packet
timing of randomly selected packets to insert a wa-
termark into suspicious traffic according to the fixed
values of watermark parameters. It can also frustrate
anonymous networks as shown in [15].

However, because the probabilistic watermarking
scheme has utilized a fixed set of the parameter values,
this scheme cannot effectively deal with any strong



timing perturbation, which means that attackers insert
a huge amount of delay or they do not introduce in-
dependently and identically distributed timing pertur-
bation as assumed in [16, 17]. Strong timing pertur-
bation can make the embedded watermark distorted;
thus it decreases correlation effectiveness. Addition-
ally, if the important parameter values are not carefully
selected, attackers can discover watermark parameters
by using attack schemes proposed in [9]. We define
that a good watermark should be robust against any
timing perturbation, unnoticeable by attackers, and
survivable in case that the watermark is removed or
damaged.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive timing-based
active watermarking scheme which can create the
good watermark by the careful selection of the param-
eter values through exploitation of timing characteris-
tics of each traced traffic. In general, adaptive digital
watermarking achieved through different classification
algorithms according to various media types can be a
unique solution to satisfy the basic properties of dig-
ital watermarking: robustness, invisibility, and secu-
rity [8, 13, 14]. Similarly, in our scheme, the adapta-
tion to individual traced traffic enables the probabilis-
tic watermarking scheme to embed the good water-
mark to achieve the basic properties. Therefore, we
adaptively make a decision on the parameter values:
(1) Which randomly selected packets are more desir-
able for embedding? (2) How much delay in packet
timing is needed? (3) How many watermark bits are
embedded? (4) How many packets are needed for em-
bedding?

The adaptive timing-based watermarking scheme is
comprised of two different algorithms for the selec-
tion of the parameter values. One of them determines
the parameter values on the basis of only packet tim-
ing between two packets in incoming traffic near a tar-
get. The other algorithm determines the values by us-
ing the relationship between packet timing and packet
size as follows; packet timing between two small size
packets is generally longer that packet timing between
two large size packets in interactive connections. Our
experimental results demonstrate that our scheme en-
dures any strong timing perturbation with considerably
high watermark detection rate. Moreover, even if a
smaller delay and significantly fewer packets are used,
our scheme can show a similar ability of watermark

detection as the probabilistic watermarking scheme.
The main contribution of this paper is that we

present worthwhile adaptive watermarking schemes
to overwhelm any timing perturbation where all the
timing-based correlation techniques have failed in de-
tecting stepping stones. In addition, timing character-
istics of interactive connections as demonstrated in this
paper can be successfully used with other connection
correlation techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. We briefly describe the probabilistic watermark-
ing scheme with related work in section 2. In sec-
tion 3, we propose an adaptive timing-based active wa-
termarking scheme. We also show one valuable packet
timing characteristics in interactive connections in sec-
tion 4. After that, we evaluate our scheme with real
traffic in section 5. Lastly, we sum up this paper with
conclusion in section 6.

2 Related Work����� ���	�
����������	�����	����������������������! ��
��"$#%��&
Connection correlation techniques used to identify

the origin of attacks through stepping stones have been
developed by using different features: host activity,
packet content, and packet timing. Host activity based
approaches such as CIS [7] and DIDS [10] can be
easily destroyed because of the use of unreliable lo-
gin information at each stepping stone. With packet
content based approaches such as Thumprinting [12],
these techniques cannot be applied to encrypted con-
nections since they depends on only packet payload.
Therefore, timing-based correlation techniques, which
uses only packet timing for correlation, have been de-
veloped because they can be useful for the encrypted
connections.

Among timing-based correlation approaches,
ON/OFF-based [22], deviation-based [20], and IPD-
based [18] approaches passively observe inter-packet
timing characteristics of traffic which is preserved
across all the stepping stone connections. In particular,
the passive packet-counting approach [3], which uses
the difference of packet number in certain time inter-
vals, gives us theoretically polynomial upper bounds
on the number of packets needed to confidently detect
stepping stones. However, these approaches cannot



tolerate timing perturbation although the ability of
attackers’ evasion is limited in theory [5]. On the other
hand, timing-based active watermarking approaches
can endure a certain degree of timing perturbation by
actively delaying selected packets [16, 17]. Moreover,
the probabilistic watermarking scheme can effec-
tively identify encrypted peer-to-peer VoIP calls with
low-latency anonymous networks [15]. Attackers
can recover and duplicate a embedded watermark by
inferring the values of watermark parameters for the
purpose of defeating traceback systems [9].���'� ()���	*
�+*
������&,����.-/���0����12�+��3$����465�! ���12�

In brief, we describe the probabilistic watermark-
ing scheme in [17] as it is related to our work, and the
notations in this section will be also used in later sec-
tions.

In this scheme, watermark 7 , which preserves all
the stepping stone connections, is embedded into out-
going traffic from a target by manipulating the packet
timing of some selected packets. Each interactive step-
ping stone connection can be identified if a watermark
is sufficiently unique to distinguish watermarked flows
from unwatermarked flows.

First of all, similar to Figure 2, we inde-
pendently and randomly select 8!9 distinct pack-
ets : ;
<,=,>?;
<A@�>,BCBCBC>?;�< @ED F from given traffic :;HG,>?;
I!>,BCBCBC>?;%J F with time stamps of packets K,G , KLI , ...
, KLJ , respectively. The randomly selected packets are
composed of 8!9 packet pairs such as :M;N<AOP>?;
< ORQTS FU�VXWZY >P[]\ Y >,BCBC>^8!9`_ , and we define the inter-packet
delay(IPD) as [Ca V <AO�\�Kb< OcQ!Sed Kb<^O U [N\ Y >,BCBCBC>^8!9`_ . We
also randomly divide 8!9 IPDs into two distinct packet
groups: packet group 1(a+f Y ) with [Ca V GPg h and packet
group 2(a+f�8 ) with [Ca V Iig h UbYXjlkmj 9n_ . To embed a
single watermark bit, we make use of the average dif-
ference of 9 IPDs from pg1 and pg2 as in the Equa-
tion (1), and 9 is called redundancy number. (Note
that o U [Ca V GPg h�_H\po U [Ca V Iig h�_H\pq because these IPDs is[r[ V and o U s�t _ should be also centered around 0)s	t \ Y8!9

tuhiv�G U [wa V GPg h d [Ca V Iig h�_ (1)

As referred to Figure 2, to embed a watermark bit
1, we increase

s�t
by the predefined timing adjustment

x
through increasing [Ca V GPg h in a+f Y by

x
and decreas-

ing [Ca V Iig h in a+f�8 by
x

. Reversely, embedding a wa-
termark bit 0 is performed by decreasing

s�t
by

x
.

Consequently, the watermark bits can be decoded by
checking the sign

s t
. In other words, if the sign

s t
is positive(negative), the embedded watermark bit is
decoded as 1(0). The above process is repeatedly per-
formed as many times as the length of watermark bitsy

predetermines.

3 Adaptive Timing-based Active Water-
marking Schemez$��� -/���0����12�+��3M({�|���|12���0����&

In this section, we discuss the disadvantages of the
probabilistic watermarking scheme compared to our
adaptive timing-based active watermarking scheme.

The probabilistic watermarking scheme has many
different watermark parameters as in Table 3.1 for em-
bedding. The parameter values should be determined
beforehand because embedders and detectors should
confidentially share the values for embedding and de-
coding a unique watermark.

However, the predefined values of the parameters
result in several troubles. First, the success of embed-
ding a watermark cannot be guaranteed because this
scheme has a slight probability (i.e., ;~} U?� s%t���W x _ )
that each watermark bit cannot be correctly embedded
on grounds of IPD difference distribution as indicated
in [17]. Second, it can fail to trace the origin of attacks
if predefined watermark bits are not completely em-
bedded due to the deficiency in the number of packets.
To prevent this problem, the use of smaller values 9
makes this scheme intolerable against any timing per-
turbation. If higher values

x
are applied, it may give

attackers a higher chance to defeat this scheme [9].
The reason is that it makes attackers aware that they
are being traced due to the backward domino effect
which happens in order to maintain the original order
of packets. In contrast, the use of lower values

x
can

make embedding success rate diminish; hence water-
mark detection rate is also reduced. Above all, this
scheme with the fixed values of the parameters cannot
be completely robust against timing perturbation by
attackers. Therefore, we should scrupulously choose
these parameter values which directly affect the per-



formance of watermark detection.
We propose an adaptive timing-based active water-

marking scheme which can effectively deal with the
various issues as discussed earlier. Our scheme de-
termines the parameter values according to the IPD
characteristics of each traced traffic. Therefore, com-
pared with the probabilistic watermarking scheme, our
scheme has various advantages as follows:� More robustness against any timing perturbation� Higher watermarking detection rate due to the in-

crease in embedding success rate� Lower false positive rate due to high tolerance of
embedded watermark� More efficiency due to the use of fewer packets� More stealthiness due to the use of smaller timing
adjustment

Term Description�
Watermark length in bits (

��� G )��� Each value of watermark � in binary ( G������ � )�
Maximum amount by which any packet is delayedt
The number of packets needed to embed one bit

Packet Group(PG) Randomly selected packets ����� for �,�,G and �,�AI
Table 1. Watermark parametersz$�'� ���
�+����������-/���0����1��+��3$���%465�� ���1���&

In this section, we present our tracing model for
adaptive timing-based active watermarking scheme as
shown in Figure 1, and we introduce our adaptive wa-
termarking scheme.

Generally, to launch an attack through several step-
ping stones, attackers first establish a series of connec-
tions by using SSH and Telnet protocol, called inter-
active connections, as shown in Figure 1. The traf-
fic in interactive connections consists of forward flows��� G�> � I�>,BCBCBC> � J�� , which are incoming traffic into the tar-
get and backward flows

��� G > � I�>,BCBCBC> � J	� , which are out-
going traffic from the target. The traceback of the at-
tack origin is performed in only the backward flows.

As shown in Figure 1, an adaptive watermarking
system has a tuple :�¡¢>A£�>A£l;�>?o¥¤ � >?¦§¤ � >A¨]© F ,
where ¡ is the set of all original flows, £ the set of all
watermarks 7 , and £l; the set of all parameters(i.e.,

£l;ª\ � 7�> y > x >«9¬>?;��� ). Embedders form the
watermarked carrier ¨ � into the closest backward flow� J to the target with the several input parameters such
as the original carrier object ¨�® with

� J , the water-
mark 7 to be embedded, and secret information £¬;
as follows (Note that each values in £l; is adaptively
selected for embedding a good watermark before cre-
ating ¨ � ): o{¤ � U ¨�®�>P7~_H\�¨ � (2)

Detectors extract 7«¯ from the possibly manipulated
carrier object ¨ ¯� in each backward flow between step-
ping stones with the adaptively selected values in £l;
by embedders as follows:¦§¤ � U ¨ ¯� _H\�7 ¯ (3)

Detectors utilize neither the original carrier object ¨{®
nor the watermark 7 in the decoding process. The
adaptively selected values in £l; are a sort of se-
cret keys which only embedders and detectors share
for embedding and decoding. Lastly, the extracted wa-
termark 7{¯ is compared with the original embedded
watermark 7 by a threshold H:¦°[ ���NU 7)>
7 ¯ _ jM± (4)

If the difference between originally embedded water-
mark 7 and decoded watermark 7¥¯ is less than the pre-
defined threshold

±
as in (4), detectors notify a target

or traceback systems about the detection of stepping
stones.

We present two different adaptive watermarking
schemes, which means that embedders can determine
the parameter values for themselves according to IPD
characteristics of individual traced traffic for embed-
ding a good watermark. The two schemes focus on
the packet classification for two distinct packet groups:a+f Y and a+f�8 . The other parameter values except for
the packet groups can be also adaptively determined
by embedders without the degradation of performance.
We call these values adaptive factors.

The first adaptive watermarking scheme, called
adaptation-I, as in Algorithm 1, directly uses IPDs be-
tween two packets in

� J . First of all, embedders set
another parameter ² , a timing value as a standard for
packet classification for a+f Y and a|f�8 , by monitoring
IPDs in

� J . To satisfy Equation (5), embedders care-
fully single out embedded packets ;H<^O ( [³\ Y >,BCBCBC>^9 )



Figure 1. Tracing model for adaptive timing-based active watermarking scheme

Figure 2. Embedding single watermark bit ’1’

from packets ;
´ ( [µ\ Y >,BCBCBC>P¶ ) in
� J by comparing [Ca V <^O

with the standard ² according to each single water-
mark bit 7·� . Specifically, as shown in Figure 2, to em-
bed a watermark bit 1, a|f Y consists of large IPDs anda+f�8 is made up of small IPDs. By doing so, because
the sign

s�t
becomes positive before embedding, we

can initially have an embedding effect. Furthermore,
by delaying the selected packets by

x
, we can makes	t

have a bigger average difference as in Figure 2.
Likewise, to embed a watemark bit 0, a+f Y is a set of
small IPDs and a+f�8 is composed of large IPDs.¸ s�t¹W q if 7H�)\ Y«UbY�j a j y _s t :6q if 7 � \ºq (5)

The second adaptive watermarking scheme, called
adaptation-II, as in Algorithm 2 is based on IPD dis-
tribution as demonstrated in the section 4. In other
words, it makes use of the relationship between IPD
and packet size; IPDs between two small size com-
mand packets is greater than IPDs between two large
size result packets. Above all, embedders should de-
termine another parameter » , which is the size of com-
mand packets, to distinguish between command pack-
ets and results packets from randomly selected packets

Algorithm 1 Adaptation-I based on IPD
procedure ENCODE( � ,

�
,
t

,
�

, ¼ , �$½ )¾ Adaptive Factors:
�

,
t

,
�

, ¼ , �$½
for G��¿��� � do

for G��~À�� t do´!ÁÃÂPÄ?J�Å?®LÆeÇÉÈ ¾ Compose Ê��T� � , �T� �RË�ÌHÍ´Î� Å ��� ÁmÏ � �RË�Ì�Ð Ï �Ñ�ÂPÒbÓ+ÁÕÔr®LÆ��0Ä?ÂPÒ?Çc´CÅr� ��� g ¼ È
if ��� v×Ö thenÇRÂPÒbÓ��ÃÖ?È�Ø �$½�Ù �,� G?Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û t¬Ü À�Ý
Á �T� ��Þ�$½�Ù � �^I�Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á �T���
else ¾ � � v§GÇRÂPÒbÓ Í Ö?È�Ø �$½�Ù �,� G?Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û t¬Ü À�Ý
Á � �Ñ��Þ�$½�Ù � �^I�Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á � ���
end ifÏ � �RË�Ì ÁÕÏ � �cË�Ì Ü �

end for
end for

end procedure

;�<AO ( [�\ Y >,BCBCBC>^9 ) for each watermark bit. To satisfy
Equation (5), embedders classify the given packets ;·<^O
into two distinct packet groups. More specifically, as
shown in Figure 2, a+f Y is a set of command packets
with large IPDs and a+f�8 is a set of result packets with
small IPDs for a watermark bit 1. Accordingly, em-
bedders can make

s�t
positive before embedding. Af-

ter embedding, the average difference of
s t

becomes
greater as shown in Figure 2. Encoding a watermark
bit 0 is the reverse case of a watermark bit 1.

By utilizing large IPDs to make
s$t

be a large
average difference, the two adaptive watermarking
schemes can achieve more robustness against any
timing perturbation and increase embedding success
rate(i.e, aß\à;~} U s�t : x _âáàã U ��ä tå,æ D _ , where ã
is the cumulative distribution function of normal dis-
tribution). In fact, in the probabilistic watermarking
scheme, the large IPDs should be filtered out to in-
crease the embedding success rate. As a result, due
to the increase of embedding success rate, our scheme



Algorithm 2 Adaptation-II based on packet size
procedure ENCODE( � ,

�
,
t

,
�

, ç , �$½ )¾ Adaptive Factors: A, L, ç , PG
for G��e��� � do

for G���À�� t do´TÁÃJ�Ò�À,Ï'ÓÑÒLèLé0Ò�J�ÔrÒ^ÇÉÈ ¾ Compose Ê)�T��� g �T� �RË�ÌNÍÂPÒLÓ?G|ÁÕÔr®LÆ�� Ä^ÂPÒ?Ç�ê � �Ñ� ê g ç ÈÂPÒLÓ�I�ÁÕÔr®LÆ�� Ä^ÂPÒ?Ç�ê � � �cË�Ì ê g ç È
if ��� v�Ö then

if ÇcÂbÒbÓ?G Í Ö�Ä?J�Å|ÂPÒbÓÑI Í Ö?È then�$½�Ù �,�,G?Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á �T�Ñ�
else if ÇRÂPÒbÓPG���Ö�Ä?J�Å|ÂPÒbÓÑI��)Ö?È then�$½�Ù �,�^I�Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á �T� �
end if

else
if ÇcÂbÒbÓ?G��~Ö�Ä?J�Å|ÂPÒbÓÑI��)Ö?È then�$½�Ù �,�,G?Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á � �Ñ�
else if ÇRÂPÒbÓPG Í Ö�Ä?J�Å|ÂPÒbÓÑI Í Ö?È then�$½�Ù �,�^I�Ú Ç � Ð G�È�Û tÕÜ À�Ý0Á �T�Ñ�
end if

end ifÏ � �cË�Ì ÁÃÏ � �RË�Ì Ü �
end for

end for
end procedure

can expect higher watermark detection rate as in Equa-
tion (6) in [17]. Our scheme can obtain a similar wa-
termark detection rate even with the use of small val-
ues in

x
and 9 . Moreover, embedders can adaptively

produce a long watermark 7 instead of the predefinedy
because this process can be repeatedly performed as

long as ; ´ exist in each traced traffic.

¦×Ï�\ ©u ´wv�G)ë y [³ì a Ç � Ð ´wÈ UbY d a�_ ´ (6)z$�wz -/�+�0����12�+��3Míî���0��T�������
For the accurate detection of the embedded water-

mark 7 , detectors should know the parameter values
used by embedders. In particular, embedded packets;�<AO for a+f Y and a+f�8 are the most important factors in£¬; in terms of security.

In adaptation-I, embedders must send the used pa-
rameter values to detectors because all the values in£¬; are adaptively determined by embedders. After
receiving the values, detectors can report the detec-
tion of stepping stones through extracting 7 in off-
line analysis. This off-line analysis can be realized
by using SPIE(Source Path Isolation Engine) based
on Blooming filter [2, 11]. Specifically, for watermark
detection, detectos record only timing information of
packets ;�´ ( [µ\ Y >,BCBCBC>P¶ ) with one source IP address and

one destination IP address for limited time. The tim-
ing information can be either arrival time or departure
time of ;
´ , and around 1,500 packets are sufficient to
detect stepping stones efficiently as presented in sec-
tion 5. Therefore, detectors can significantly reduce
the storage space required for watermark detection be-
cause they do not need to save any portions of IP pack-
ets.

In adaptation-II, because embedders and detectors
securely share the parameter values in £l; before-
hand as assumed in [17], detectors can decode the ex-
act 7 in real time without receiving any information
from embedders. In particular, from the given ;H<AO ,
detectors accurately classify them into a+f Y and a+f�8
based on packet size. It is achieved by easy predic-
tion based on the IPD distribution as demonstrated in
section 4. However, the process of the packet classifi-
cation can not be performed by attackers because they
do not have any knowledge in regard to ;H<^O for two
distinct packet groups.

4 IPD distribution of Interactive Traffic

In this section, we demonstrate that traffic has
a property related to inter-packet delay(IPD) by the
keystroke of users in interactive connections.

We assume that attackers type shell commands on
a keyboard in person for their attacks, called attack
constraint. In an example of ’ls’ shell command as
shown in Figure 3(b), when attackers type the shell
command on the keyboard, their keystroke is imme-
diately transmitted as each individual IP packet into
a forward flow (i.e.,

±âï!ð KPJ Ð G×ñ ±âï!ð KLJ ) as soon as
they press a key on the keyboard (Note that the order
of ACKs can be different.). After that, each keystroke
of the shell command echo back into a backward flow
(i.e.,

±.ï!ð KLJ Ð G~ò ±âï!ð KLJ ) with the corresponding re-
sults. In particular, each packet by keystrokes of shell
commands is the smallest size, and the size of result
packets is larger than command packets. For exam-
ple, each keystroke in Telnet is 1 byte except for IP
header size. In case of SSH, the payload size of each
keystroke packet is generated by the form ó!ô or ó!ô·õ÷ö
according to SSH specification [19,21]. Therefore, we
can easily distinguish between command packets and
results packets with packet size in both of Telnet and
SSH connections. By analyzing IPDs in the backward



flow, we found one IPD characteristics; IPDs between
two small sized command packets are largely greater
than IPDs between two large sized result packets as
shown in Figure 3(b).

(a) ’ls’ shell command in SSH

(b) IPD characteristics

Figure 3. Traffic characteristics in interactive
connections

To validate the IPD characteristics in the interac-
tive connections, we investigated IPDs (i.e., [Ca V <^OX\KL< ORQ!S�d KL<AO U�V \ Y _ ) with real Telnet traffic and SSH
traffic which are extracted as only backward flows
from the 2004 AUCK directory at NLANR [1]. For in-
stance, we extracted the backward flows for SSH (Tel-
net) from source port 22 (23) for the same IP address.
However, because the extracted flows do not have a
tendency to follow the attack constraint, we should
classify all packets (i.e., :M;N<^O?>�;
< ORQTS)F (

V \ Y
)) into

a pair of command packets or a pair of result packets
for the exact analysis. In other words, in case of Tel-
net traffic, if each packet size of a pair is 1 byte except
for IP header size, we regard the pair as a set of com-
mand packets ¨ . If the packet size is bigger than 10
bytes, the pair is categorized as a set of result packetsø

. Similarly, with SSH traffic, if each payload size of
a pair is 48 bytes, the pair is classified as ¨ . If not, we

consider the pair as
ø

. The reason is that the smallest
payload size is 48 bytes in most cases of the extracted
SSH flows. As a result, among 103,259 packets in the
Telnet traffic, 44,939 packets are classified as ¨ and
58,320 packets are considered as

ø
. In case of the

SSH traffic, among 3,000,872 packets, the number of¨ is 570,511 and the number of
ø

is 2,430,361.

(a) Telnet

(b) SSH

Figure 4. IPD Distribution between shell com-
mand packets or between result packets

As shown in the Figure 4, we show a histogram of
IPD distribution to prove the IPD characteristics. First,
we divide ù -axis into seven possible bins, and each bar
represents a ratio of the number of the pairs in the as-
sociated bin over the total number of ¨ or

ø
. With

Telnet flows as in Figure 4(a), nearly 75% of the IPDs
in ¨ are more than 500ms; on the other hand, nearly
48% of IPDs in

ø
fall within less than 50ms. In addi-

tion, IPDs with more than 100ms in ¨ are close to 90%
in ¨ , and almost 55% of the IPDs in

ø
are less than

100ms. In case of SSH flows as shown in Figure 4(b),
IPDs with more than 100ms in ¨ are almost 75%, and



64% of the IPDs in
ø

are within 100ms. Moreover,
around 58% of the IPDs in a set

ø
fall within 50ms.

Therefore, we make sure that most of the IPDs in ¨
are greater than IPDs in

ø
in interactive connections.

In particular, we could prove that the IPD distribution
in Telnet flows is more significantly obvious than SSH
flows because the payload size of result packets with a
few bytes could also be 48 bytes in the SSH flows.

5 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of our two adaptive
watermarking schemes, compared with the probabilis-
tic watermarking scheme. These experiments show
the importance of watermark parameters in different
views: timing adjustment (

x
), redundancy number

( 9 ), threshold (
±

) and the number of packets needed
for successful correlation.

In this experiment, we use real 112 SSH flows from
the AUCK directory at NLANR [1] as discussed in
section 4. Each flow has more than 1,000 packets. All
the flows are backward flows, which means that they
consist of command packets and result packets.

We estimate watermark detection rate ( ¦°Ï ) with the
various values of watermark parameters as shown in
Table 2. In particular, ² is used as median of IPDs in
each flow. The value ² is changed according to each
SSH flow used in our experiments. » is set at 48 be-
cause the smallest payload size of packets in most of
the extracted SSH flows is 48 bytes. We use two types
of timing perturbation: uniform perturbation (iid) and
batch-releasing perturbation (non-iid) as in [17]. In
other words, uniform perturbation means that attack-
ers introduce uniformly distributed random delay from
0 to the maximum delay. On the other hand, batch-
releasing perturbation, attackers periodically release
several packets in a burst after holding the packets ar-
riving at stepping stones for a certain time. Specially,
this batch-release perturbation have been a hard case
for any timing-based correlation techniques, and it can
make possible completely to defeat all the traceback
systems using packet timing.

Watermark detection( ¦ Ï ) is evaluated if the wa-
termarked flow can be detected from its perturbed flow
after embedding a 24-bit watermark 7 into each flow.
As in Figure 6, our scheme with Adaptation-I and
Adaptation-II always surpasses the probabilistic wa-

Parameters Values�
24 bits��� 100110001100111101110000�
from 50ms to 600mst
from 1 to 5

Packet Group � ��� ( ´ =1, 5, 9, ...)

Table 2. Watermark parameters used for ex-
periments

termarking scheme under both timing perturbation in
the same conditions such as L=24, M=5, A=600 and
H=5. In these experiments, we use only different em-
bedded packets ;µ<^O for two distinct packet groups.
More specifically, Adaptation-I accomplishes almost
100% ¦×Ï up to a maximum of 10000ms, where it ex-
tremely distorts the emebedded watermark 7 , in uni-
form and batch-releasing perturbation. Adaptation-II
achieves ¦×Ï Wûú!üTý

up to a maximum of 7500ms
of uniform perturbation or up to 6000ms of batch-
releasing perturbation. However, the probabilistic
watermarking scheme shows ¦þÏ W ú!üTý

only up
to a maximum of 3500ms of uniform perturbation
or only up to 3000ms of batch-releasing perturba-
tion. As a result, we can assure that Adaptation-
I can completely overwhelm any timing perturbation
by carefully selecting ;N<^O for a+f Y and a|f�8 . Addi-
tionally, compared with the probabilistic watermark-
ing scheme, Adaptation-II can achieve ¦þÏ twice as
well as the probabilistic watermarking scheme only by
differently classifying the same ;H<^O into two distinct
packet groups. Therefore, the packet classification for
two distinct packet groups is an influential parameter
for effectiveness of watermark detection.

Timing adjustment(
x

) determines how much
delay is needed to achieve ¦þÏ Wnú!üTý

under a certain
timing perturbation. First, as shown in Figure 5(a), the
expected

x
is theoretically derived to achieve ¦�Ï Wú!üTý

under uniform perturbation from Equation (6).
To ¦×Ï Wÿú!üTý

with
y \ 8�ö , 9 \ ü

and
± \ ü

up to a maximum of 2500ms of uniform perturbation,x \ � q!q is required. In real experiments as in Fig-
ure 7, the probabilistic watermarking scheme can show¦ Ï W ú!üTý

along with the same parameter values up
to a maximum of 3500ms of uniform perturbation.
However, as discussed earlier, our scheme with the
same values can show substantially higher ¦°Ï than the
probabilistic watermarking scheme. Furthermore, as
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Figure 5. Expected timing adjustment
x

and
expected redundancy number 9 to achieve¦×Ï W ú!üTý under uniform perturbation

shown Figure 7, our scheme can accomplish a similar¦×Ï as in the probabilistic watermarking scheme even
if lower values

x
than the expected values are used.

Out of many experiments which we have performed,
in Figure 7, we show only a comparable ¦þÏ as in the
probabilistic watermarking scheme. In other words,
we guarantee that the larger values than the used val-
ues in Figure 7 achieve higher ¦ Ï than the presented
results. In detail, Adaptation-I with only

x \ ü q
and Adaptation-II with only

x \)(
ü q can achieve¦×Ï W6ú!üTý up to almost a maximum of 3000ms of uni-

form timing peturbations along with
y \Z8�ö , 9 \ ü

and
± \ ü

. In case of batch-releasing perturbation,
Adaptation-I with only

x \º8�q!q can show ¦þÏ W ú!üTý
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Figure 6. Watermark detection rate compar-
isons

up to 4000ms. Adaptation-II with
x \ ü q!q can ob-

tain ¦¢Ï W/ú!üTý
up to 3000ms of batch-releasing per-

turbation. Therefore, if
x

is less than 500 in our
scheme, our scheme can still accomplish a similar or
higher ¦¢Ï , compared with the probabilistic watermark-
ing scheme.

Redundancy number( 9 ) determines how many
packets are required to produce ¦þÏ Wÿú!üTý

under a
certain timing perturbation. Similar to timing adjust-
ment, the expected 9 is derived to make ¦þÏ W ú!üTý
under unifrom perturbation as indicated in Figure 5(b).
As discussed earlier, 9 \ ü

is needed to achieve¦×Ï W ú!üTý
up to a maximum of 2500ms of uniform

perturbation with
y \º8�ö , x \ � q!q and

± \ ü . How-
ever, our scheme with the same values can achieve sig-
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Figure 7. Watermark detection rate according
to various values of

x
and 9

nificanlty higher ¦§Ï than the probabilistic watermark-
ing scheme as shown in Figure 6. Moreover, even if
smaller values 9 than the expected values are applied,
our scheme can produce an analogous ¦ Ï to the prob-
abilistic watermarking scheme as in Figure 7. More
specifically, only if 9 \ Y

with
y \ 8�ö , x \ � q!q

and
± \ ü

is used, Adaptation-I can accomplish¦×Ï W¹ú!üTý
up to a maximum of 3000ms of uniform

perturbation, and so does Adaptation-II with 9 \ 8 .
In addition, up to 4000ms of batch-releasing perturba-
tion, Adaptation-I with 9 \Z8 can produce the same¦×Ï with

y \l8�ö , x \ � q!q and
± \ ü

. Adaptation-II
with 9 \-( can obtain ¦§Ï W ú!üTý

up to 3000ms of
batch-releasing perturbation along with the same pa-
rameter values. Therefore, if 9 is less than 3 in our
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Figure 8. False positive rate

scheme, we make sure that our scheme can get similar
or higher ¦¢Ï , compared with the probabilistic water-
marking scheme.

False positive rate( .�� ) is estimated if unwater-
marked flows are erroneously reported as watermarked
flows. As in Figure 8, we experimentally evaluate a
false positive rate .�� between a specific watermark 7
in a given flow from the 112 SSH flows and 100,000
randomly generated 24-bit watermarks under various
threshold values

±
according to Equation (7) as shown

in [17]. Our scheme still maintains . � j Y0ý
for± j ü

. In fact, in the probabilistic watermarking
scheme, the threshold

±
is used for the guarantee of

high watermark detection rate because 7 can be dis-
torted by timing perturbation. The higher the

±
is, the

higher the false positive rate .�� is as in Equation (7).

However, as shown in Figure 9 which shows ¦°Ï
with the several values

±
under both timing perturba-

tion, even if
± \/( ( . � j q�B q Y0ý ) is used, Adaptation-

I achieves almost 100% ¦§Ï under any strong timing
perturbation with

y \ 8�ö , 9 \ ü
and

x \ � q!q .
Additionally, Adaptation-II with

± \ ö can produce¦×Ï W ú!üTý
up to a maximum of 5500ms of uniform

perturbation or up to 4000ms of batch-releasing per-
turbation along with the same parameter values. As
a result, our scheme can show significantly high ¦ Ï
while the lowest possible .�� with the use of small±

because our scheme can prevent 7 from tamper-
ing by timing perturbation. In other words, it means
that the adaptation to each traced traffic makes the em-
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Figure 9. Watermark detection rate according
to threshold

±
bedded watermark more robust against any timing per-
turbation. It also decreases .�� by using a long water-
mark 7 because we need significantly fewer packets
to achieve the analogous ¦þÏ to the previous scheme.
Consequently, detectors can confidently detect a se-
ries of stepping stones with higher ¦°Ï as well as lower
.�� (amost 0% .	� ) than the probabilistic watermarking
scheme.

.	�)\ ë y± ì 8 � (7)

The number of packets, which are needed to
guarantee the same level of successful correlation un-
der a certain timing perturbation, is calculated with
the probabilistic watermarking scheme and the passive

packet-counting scheme [3]. Our scheme requires sig-
nificantly fewer packets than the two other schemes. In
other words, in our experiments, our scheme needs be-
tween 48 IPDs and 144 IPDs (

Y�j 9 j
( ) to achieve

almost 100% ¦ Ï with around 0.3% . � up to a maxi-
mum of 1000ms of both timing perturbations. How-
ever, the probabilistic watermarking scheme requires
240 IPDs with 9 \ ü

under the same conditions as
our scheme does. From 112 SSH flows in our experi-
ments, the passive-counting scheme needs over 15,000
packets which is the upper bound to achieve 100% de-
tection rate and 1% . � up to 1000ms of timing pertur-
bation. As a result, our scheme uses at most half of
the number of packet needed to accomplish the same¦×Ï as the probabilistic watermarking scheme. Com-
pared with the passive-counting scheme, our scheme
requires considerably fewer packets to guarantee a
similar performance for correlation.

6 Conclusion

The probabilistic watermarking scheme can ef-
fectively detect stepping stones and also trace back
anonymous networks. However, this scheme for a
fixed set of watermark parameter values cannot tol-
erate any timing perturbation. In this paper, we pro-
pose an adaptive timing-based watermarking scheme
consisting of two different adaptive schemes by using
IPD characteristics in interactive connections. One of
them is based on inter-packet delay(IPD) itself, and
the other scheme utilizes the relationship between the
IPD and the packet size. By using the adaptive water-
marking schemes, we can completely counteract tim-
ing perturbation which have been challenging in most
of the timing-based correlation techniques. Compared
with the probablistic watermarking scheme, the results
of our experiments have shown that our scheme can
achieve a considerably high watermark detection rate
while keeping the lowest false positive rate at the same
time. These schemes can also accomplish a similar
watermark detection rate even if the smaller values of
timing adjustment

x
and redundancy number 9 are

used. Furthermore, the small values
x

makes the wa-
termarked flow less noticeable by attackers. The use of
small values 9 can enable our scheme to trace the at-
tack origin successfully with significantly fewer pack-
ets even if attack traffic is short. Furthermore, the con-



cept of adaptation in our scheme can be extended to
other timing-based correlation techniques.
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